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The International Charity Trust Fund designated funds this year to the Sister Servants
of Immaculate Mary in Ukraine after hearing of a need where a diabetic child could
not get access to insulin. When speaking to Sister Elizabeth we found out that because
of the world covid-19 pandemic the need in Ukraine grew exponentially. We made
arrangements with the Sister Servants whereby they would purchase food and
medicines for families in the most need. The sisters provided us with name of families
that received assistance along with a letter of thanks and some wonderful pictures.
Mary Chudyk
Charity Director

English Translation: 01 July 2020
Glory Be to Jesus Christ
I come to you, Dionysia Trach from Brzezany. I would like to express my sincere gratitude to you for
providing charitable assistance to children in need from large and low-income families. During the crisis,
when the coronavirus prevails, the economy is partially or completely suspended and people lose their
ability to work, the most vulnerable are low-income families, especially important and valuable is your
very generous concerns to the problems of children from poor families.
The funds received from you were used to buy various products and sweets for children from the Fedorenko
family (one mother raises four children), Bolyukhiv (one mother raises three children), Lyushnyak (one
father raises two sons), and Sofiyka, a girl raised by a grandmother-guardian, because the mother is
deprived of parental rights, the boy Volodya, an orphan, who is also cared for by his grandmother… and
such children from single-parent families or who have been left without parental warmth, unfortunately,
many.
Therefore, we truly thank you for your sensitivity and ability to empathize, ability and desire to support
those in need. Your compassionate heart, generosity, sensitivity and kindness make life better.
May your kindness and generosity return to you a
hundredfold. The children and their families give you an
earthly bow and sincere gratitude!
With respect and prayer,
p. Dionysia Trach, CIS

